Audible warning solutions

Would your facility benefit from alarms that notify pedestrians, or surrounding mobile equipment operators, that they are close to a truck in motion?

If so, you may want to consider audible alarms to help enhance truck proximity awareness.

Audible alarms

- Provide audible warning that a lift truck is in close or immediate proximity
- Automatically self-adjust to 5 decibels louder than the surrounding ambient noise, eliminating need for constant manual adjustments

Audible alarms can be ordered on new trucks, or can be obtained and installed at your local Yale® dealer.

Types of audible alarms

- **Backup**: Reverse direction activated
- **Motion**: Forward and reverse activated
- **Motion**: Continuous operation with key-on

OSHA does not require the use of audible alarms on lift trucks, but they may be helpful in certain operating conditions. Please note that in some situations, audible alarms may be a distraction, and habituation can lessen their effectiveness. Consider performing a site evaluation to determine if audible alarms would be helpful at your facility.

Awareness and confidence are key. With Yale you get the expert insight needed to help enhance the health of your operation.

For more information, contact your dealer or the Yale Awareness Support Line at 1-844-337-1645.